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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

When a heavy atom undergoing fission splits into 

two atoms, many nuclides result. These are termed fission 

products. Because the neutron to proton ratio for stable 

nuclides increases with increasing mass, the fission 

products that result from the splitting of a heavy nucleus 

are on the neutron-rich side of stability. There are only 

three modes of decay these neutron-rich nuclides can undergo 

in their search for stability. These are neutron emission, 

S decay, and isomeric tFansitions. 

nuclides decay via neutron emission. 

Only a few special 

These are not involved 

in this study, so this mode of decay can be neglected. 

The two remaining modes of decay are S decay and isomeric 

transitions. Neither of these decay processes affect the 

mass number of the nuclide. A fission product, once formed, 

must, therefore, remain as part of a particular isobaric 

decay chain. 

The concept of isobaric decay chains led to a great 

deal of experimental work in determining the probability of 

forming a nuclide of a particular mass. This, in turn, led 

to the well-known bimodal mass yield curve. When the mass 

yield curves for various fission.sources were compared, it 

was recognized that the position of the peak for the 

heavier masses remained approximately fixed, while the peak 
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for the lighter masses shifted. Because the .heavy peak 

occurs in the vicinity of the magic number of 82 neutrons, 

the suggestion that the fission products formed are influenced 

by shell structure has ofteri be~ri raised (1). 

As implied above, the fission products of a given 

mass are not formed as a single element but are formed as 

the several elements that compose the . isobaric decay chain 

of that mass. By using the chemical as well as nuclear 

pr6perties, the nuclear chemist can separate, from the mixture 

of fission products, a few nuclides of interest. The 

distribution of yields within a mass chain is a topic 

which can be studied using chemical reactions to distinguish 

among the various members of a particular decay . chain • . 
When Wahl, Ferguson, Nethaway, Troutner, and 

Wolfsberg (2) looked at the charge distribution within 

various mass chains, they found that the probability of 
'. 

forming the different members of the isobaric chains could 

be represented by a Gaussian curve. Several chains appeared 

to have the same Gaussian width parameter, cr, and only the 

position of the maximum of the Gaussian curve, Z , varied. p 

More recently an odd-even effect has been suggested for 

the distribution of yields abdve and below the predic~ed 

G~ussian curve. A significant amount of dAta of this type 

has been gathered for the thermal-neutron fission of 235 u 

by Wahl; Norris, Rouse and Williams (3). 

To describe the ~istribution of yields within an 

isobaric chain, two types of yields are used - fractional 



independent . chain yield and fractional cumulative chain 

yield. The fractional independent chain yield is the ratio 

of the number of atoms formed-' of a given nuclide to the 

total number of atoms formed in th~ :same ma~s chain as the 

given-nuclide. The fractional cumulative chain yield is 

the sum of the fractional independent chain yields of the 

given nuclide and all of its precursors. Any branching of 

the precursors has to be taken into consideration for 

fractional cumulative chain yields. 

This dissertation is a report on an investigation 

of the charge distribution within the 131 and 133 mass 

chains for the thermal~neutron fission of. 233 0. The 131 

and l33 mass chains are of special interest, because these 

chains are neighbors of the doubly ~agic nuclide, 132 sn, 

and therefore, are in a region where nuclear structure 

effects should be strong. ( 132 sn is doubly magic because 

it has closed shells of 50 protons and 82 neutrons.) 

Troutner (4) has reported that the nuclear structure effects 

which lead to deviations of yields from an average charge 

distrib~tion in 235 0 also exist in 233 0 and to approximately 

the same extent. These deviations ·may be due to such 

effects as the odd-even effect or the shell effect. R. 

Naeumanri, H. -Folger and H. o. Denschlag (5) have recently 

reported ·the fractional chain yields for the 132 chain 

from th~ thermal-neutron fission of. 233 0 and 235 0. The 

fractional 13 2 mass chain yields of Naeumann -~ al. do 

not reveal a nuclear charge distribution for . 2 3 3 o that is 

3 



significantly different than that for., 2 ~~0 • . Neither are 

any shell effects revealed by these fractional chain yields. 

Additionally, both the 131 and the 133 chains 

contain a nuclear isomeric pair at tellurium. The ratio 

of yields within each isome~ic pair can be compared to 

those found in the thermal~neutron fission of 235 u. 
Because each member of eadh isomeric pair has a different 

nuclear spin, the importance of spin in determini~g fission 

product yields can be .investigated. 

The only fractional chain yield within the 131 

and 133 mass chains for the · thermal-neutron fission of 

233 0 1 which has been measured, is the fractional itidependent 

yield of 133 1. This .yield has been reported by Runnalls 
• and Troutner (6) as 0.21±0.03 and Qaim and Denschlag (7) 

as 0.137±0.013. A new measurement of the yield of 133 1~ 

using a different method, may aid in resolving the incon

sistency between these two values. 

The literature value for the half-life of 131 mTe 

is 1.2±0.2 days (8). The large uncertainty is probably 

due to the complex mixtures of active telluriums that were 

present in the samples used. A new, determination of this 

half-life by a different method which does not require 

re~olution of complex.decay curves, might help - to refine 

this• half-life. 

-with the fractional. chain. yields for the 131 and 

- 133· chains, at .least one fractional. cumulative chain yield 

for the mass. chains l30 ~o 141 will have been measured, 

4 
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by radiochemical methods, for th~ thermal~neutron fission of 

both. 233 0 and 2350. This results in an extensive amount 

of information that is of value in comparing the charge 

distribution of the thermal-neutron fission of. 2 3 3 u to that 

When sufficient charge distribu~ion data for 

233 u fission are available, it will be possible to estimate 

total yields for each el~ment . which is a product of that 

reaction. These yields will also be of value when further 

iriformation is obtained about the fractional chain yields 

of other modes of fission, such as the spontaneous fission 

of. 252cf or non-thermal-neutron fission of isotopes of 

uranium. 

Table 1 contains the decay chain parameters that 

' are of special s~gnificance to this work. Decay chain 

parameters not listed in Table 1 have been obtained from 

the compilation by Lederer, Hollander and Perlman (9) 

unless otherwise noted. Figure 1 contains the decay patterns 

for the mass chains directly involved in this study. 

Figure 2 contains the decay patterns for the mass chains 

neighboring the region of interest. 

The work that has already been done on 235 u and 

233 u indicates that it is reasonable to assume that for 

ihe 131 and 133 chains each iodine and its precursors form 

ess~ntially 100% of each chain. Thus, a base is provided 

relative to which the number of atoms can be expressed 

to obtain fractional c~ain yields. 

The experiments presented in this dissertation are 



Nuclide 

131Sn 

131Sb 

131mTe 

131gTe 

1311 

132sn 

132Sb 

132Te 

1321 

133sn 

133Sb 

133mTe 

133gTe 

1331 

1_3 4ml 

134mxe 

l35Te 

Table 1 

Nuclear Decay Properties 

Par~ A: Half-lives 

Half-life 

-3 min 

26±1 min 

31.3±0.6 hr 

24.8±0.5 min 

8.05 days 

39±1 sec 

3.13±0.33 min 

77.7±0.5 hr 

2.294±0.002 hr 

~55 sec 

2.67±0.33 min 

55.4±0.4 min 

12.45±0.28 min 

20.3±0.3 hr 

3~8 min 

0.29 sec 

18±2 sec 

Reference 

9 

10 

11 

12 

9 

5 

13 

14 

15 

13 

13 

16 

17 

18 

19 

19 

20 

6 
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Table 1 . (continued) 

Part B: Branching .Ratios 

Branching Branch Branching 
Nuclide To Ratio Reference 

131Sb 131mTe 0.068±0.010 21 

131mTe 1 3 _lg Te 0.18 22,23 

133Sb 1 3 3mTe 0.42 ±0.06 24 

133mTe 133I 0.87 ±0.03 25 



24.8m stable 

132SN~132s8~32TE~132 l--➔>132XE 

39.0s 3.lm 77.7h 2.29h atable 

12.5m 5.27d 

.FIGURE I. MASS CHAINS DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THIS STUDY 
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13.7d stable 

FIGURE 2. MASS CHAINS NEIGHBORING THE REGION OF INTEREST 
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of two ty.pes. The first ty.pe was .de.signed . to measure the 

fractional cumulative ch~in yield at th~ metast~ble states 

of the tellurium nuclide~~ Exp~~imerits of t~~s type had 

two kinds of samples associated with them. One kind of 

sample was composed of iodine that g.rew into the tellurium 

which was separated and purified from a mixture of fission 

products. The time of the tellurium separation was chosen 

so that all members of the chain being investigated, except 

the metastable tellurium nuclides, had decayed at least to 

iodine. This kind of sample will h~reafter be referred to 

as a tellurium-separated sample. The second kind of 

sample was composed of the total iodine that grew in from 

a mixture of fission products. The iodine was ~ollected at 

a time after fission such that most of the chain had decayed 

at least to iodine. Samples of this kind will hereafter be 

referred to as non-tellurium-s€!parated samples. By express

ing the results from the tellurium-separated relative to the 

non-tellurium-separated samples, the fractional cumulative 

chain yield ~t the metastable tellurium nuclide can be 

obtained. 

The second type of experiment was designed to 

measur~ the amount of iodine and_ ground state tellurium 

fbried directly as those nuclides and the amount of antimoni 

foimed as antimony or its precursors. This was done by 

measuring the amount of iodine present at various times 

after fission and then fitti?g a mathematical model of 

the decay. scheme to this data. By combining the information 

10 
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obtained from these two ty.pes. of experiments, .the fractional 

cumulative ch~in yield at antimony and th~ f~actional 

independent chain yields at metastable tellu~ium, ground 

state tellurium, and iodine .were obtained for the 131 and 

133 chains. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

IRRADIATIONS 

The irradiations for all experimen~s described 

in this dissertation were made with the pneumatic tube 

syst~m of the University ~f Missouri Research Reactor. 

All samples irradiated were ~10 µg of· 233 0 as uranyl 

nitrate. The 233 0 was obtained from Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory and had been enriched to 98.22% 233 0. 

The 233 ~ was kept as a 100 µg/ml solution. 

Samples for irradiation were made by evaporating, under 

a heat lamp, 0.1 ml portions of the stock solution on 

aluminum ·foil squares. The aluminum foil squares were 

3/4" by 3/4" double thickness 1 mil aluminum foil. When 

the solution was completely evaporated, the foils were 

carefully folded to keep the 233 0 encapsulated. Each 

sample was placed into a small polyethylene vial. All 

operations to this point were done in a glove box. The 

vials containing the uranium sample were removed from the 

g~ove box and stored to be us~d as needed. 

The irradiations were made by placing the prepared 

sample vials in a second, larger polyethylene vial, which 

was then placjd in a polyethylene rabbit. The rabbit was 

placed in the pneumatic tube system which carried it to 

the reactor core. 



.All samples were exposed to a thermal-neutron 

flux of ~Sxl0 13 neutrons/cm 2 sec for 150 sec to induce 

~10 11 fissions in each sample~ . The midpoint of each 

irradiation was taken as zero time for all experiments. 

The irradiated samples were stored behind lead bricks 

until needed. 

i3rm 133m DETERMINATION OF Te AND Te 

FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELDS 

Introduction 

Figure 1 shows the decay pattern for the 131 

and 133 mass chains. B9th chains have very similar decay 

patterns. For each, the metastable tellurium state is 

significantly longer lived than any other precursor of 

the respective iodines. The iodines, in turn, are 

significantly longer lived than the metastable telluriums. 

It should not be surprising, therefore, that very similar 

procedures can be used to determine the fractional 

13 

cumulative chain yields at the metastable tellurium states 

for each chain. The procedure given here applies to both 

chains. Each chain was treated separat~ly, however, because 

their _different half-lives reqtiire diffeient timing. Any 

significant difference between the treatment of either chain· 

will be indicated. 

The fact that the metastable tellurium has a 

-half-life significantly longer than any other iodine 

precursor permits the chain to be simplified to mTe ~I~ . 
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if it is viewed at times after fission that are long with 

respect to the half-life of the ground state tellurium 

~et comparable to the half-life of the metastable state 

tellurium. Neglecting the mTe + gTe +I+ decay path 

is permissible because only a small amount goes via this 

route, and the half-life of the ground state tellurium is 

short enough that atoms taking this route quickly appear 

as iodine. This approximation is better for the 131 chain 

than for the 133 chain and will be removed when doing the 

actual calculations (see Appendix E). 

The chain written in this simplified form shows 

that the fractional cumulative chain yield at the metastable 

tellurium can be obtained by chemically removing the 

tellurium from the fission product mixture and measuring 

the amount of iodine of the same mass that results from 

the chemically-separated tellurium. Comparing this to 

the total amount of iodine of the same mass formed when the 

chain is not interrupted gives the fractional cumulative 

yield at the metastable tellurium. This idea leads to the 

two types of samples alluded to in the introduction -

tellurium-separated samples and non-tellurium-separated 

samples. Both types of samples will result in radioactive 

iodine. The active iodine was counted with a Geiger-Mueller 

counti~g system or a Nal gamma-ray spectrometer. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the decay pattern for the 

mass chains that contain iodine isotopes that are richer in 

neutrons than naturally occurring iodine and have half-lives 
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longer than one minute. The tellurium isotopes within these 

ghains, capable of producing detectable iodine activities, 

are tellurium 131, 132, 133, 134, and 135. Tellurium-

separated samples may, therefore, contain active iodines 

of these masses. 

Tellurium-Separated Samples 

Irradiations that had been stored for periods of 

825 min, 1200 min, 4303 min and 5472 min after fission were 

chemically treated to extract the tellurium {see Appendix A). 

These were the tellurium-separated samples for the 131 chain. 

The storage times were long enough to permit the telluriums 

of mass 133, 134 and 135 to decay to negligible quantities. 

131 132 . After ~4 days, the I and I that had grown in were 

separated and collected {see App~ndix B). The decay of 

these two iodine isotopes was monitored with two G-M 

counting systems. During the first 10 hr the samples were 

counted continuously, taking ~30 min counts and switching 

between counting systems. After that the samples were 

counted about every other day for about 2 weeks. The decay 

curves that resulted were resolved with the aid of a computer 

program called FRANTIC {see Appendix C). 

Irradiations that had been stored for periods of 

126.5, 148.5, 182 and 248 min after fission were chemically 

treated to extract the tellurium {see Appendix A). These 

were the tellurium-separated samples for the 133 chain. 

For times this close to the time of fission, 135Te and 

133 gTe are the only telluriums of those listed above to have 
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decayed away before the tellurium extraction. The tellurium 

was stored for at least 680 min before the iodine was 

separated and collected (see Appendix B). The 134I, that 

results from 134Te, has grown in and decayed out before the 

iodine collection. The resulting samples of collected 

iodine contain only 131 I, 132 I and 133 r. Two of these 

four samples were counted through an aluminum absorber of 

85 mg/cm 2 with a Picker flow detector and G-M gas. The 

remaining two samples were counted without the absorber with 

a Picker flow detector and G-M gas and also with a 2" NaI 

scintillation spectrometer. Counts were taken frequently 

during the first few hours, and the de9ay was followed for 

over a week. The decay curves that resulted were resolved 

with the aid of FRANTIC (see Appendix C). 

Non-Tellurium-Separated Samples 

Four irradiations that had been stored for ~14 days 

were used for the non-tellurium-separated samples for the 

131 chain. At the end of the storage period the iodine 

present, l 3 l l 3 2 • I and I, was separated and collected (see 

Appendix B). The samples were counted in the same manner, 

on the same counting systems, and the counting data was 

treated in the same way, as the tellurium-separated samples 

for the 131 chain. 

Four irradiations that had been stored for 4 to 

6 days were used for the non-tellurium-separated samples for 

the 133 chain. At the end of the storage period the iodine 

present was separated and collected (see Appendix B). The 



length of the storage period assured that the only iodines 

t . . 'f' t t 13lI _1_32I and 133I. presen in signi ican amoun s were , 

T6e samples were counted in the same manner, on the same 

counting systems, and th~ counting data was treated in the 

same way, as the tellurium-separated samples for the 133 

chain. 

EARLY IODINE SEPARATION EXPERIMENTS 

Quickly-Separated Iodine Experiments 

Five irradiations were used in an attempt to 

directly measure the fractional independent chain yield of 

These five will hereafter be referred to as quickly-

separated iodine samples. By quickly separating the 

17 

iodines from the fission product mixture and then comparing 

the 131 1 found to a reserved portion of the same irradiation, 

it was hoped that the fractional independent chain yield 

at 131 1 could be obtained. The precursors, however, 

contributed significantly to the amount of 131 1 found, so 

the data from these runs was not treated separately. 

Instead the quickly-separated iodine samples were combined 

with the early-separated iodine experiments described below 

to yield a profile of 131 1 versus time. 

For the quickly-separated iodine samples, the 

irradiated 233 u was dissolved in a solution of NaOH and 

40 mg iodine carrier and then split into two approximately 

equal portions. One portion was saved while the second was 

submitted to an iodine separation (see Appendix B). The 
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separation time for these five samples varied from 3.38 to 

4.50 minutes after irradiation. Both the separated and the 

iaved portions were stored for ~2 weeks. After the 2 weeks 

f th ' ' ' d . t ' ' t 1 3 1 I ' th o storage, e remaining 10 ine ac 1v1 y was in e 

separated samples and 131 I and 1 .32 I in th~ saved portions. 

The iodine was then separated and collected (see Appendix B). 

All samples were counted on a•Picker compact scaler equipped 

with a G-M tube. The samples were counted for at least 

2 weeks. The counting data was treated with the aid of 

FRANTIC (see Appendix C). 

Early-Separated Iodine Experiments 

The early-separated iodine experiments referred to 

above were done to obtain a profile of the amount of 131 I 

and 133 I present in a fission product mixture for times of 

5 to 50 min after fission. By fitting the mathematical 

model of the decay pattern of the 131 and 133 chains to the 

profile, the fractional independent chain yield at ground 

state tellurium and iodine, along with the fractional cumu

lative chain yield at antimony, was obtained for both chains. 

Nine irradiations were used for this series of 

experiments. They were done in groups of three, with two 

runs in each group having an iodine separation within the 

5 to 50 min time range. The third member of the group was 

permitted to decay for at least 450 min before the iodine 

was separated. Because all nine samples were to be counted 

with a Ge(Li) detector, 2 mg of iodine carrier were used 

instead of the normal 20 mg, and a special filter chimney 
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was used that confined the sample to a 1/4." diameter spot, 

rather than the normal 5/8" diameter spot. For all samples, 

the iodine was collected 1.5 days after irradiation (see 

Appendix B). This permitted most of the shorter lived 

iodines to decay out of the sample before counting began. 

All Ge(Li) counting was done with a Princeton 

Gamma-Tech 45 cc coaxial Ge(Li) detector associated with 

a Packard Series 900 multichannel analyzer. For further 

information about the Ge(Li) counting system, Reference 26 

may be consulted . . The first group of three was counted 

three times immediately following iodine collection and 

one time 1 day later. The second and third groups were 

counted two times immediately following the iodine collection 

and one time 4 and 3 days, respectively, later. All 

counts were for 2000 sec of live time. An energy calibration 

was done for each counting session. For all counts, back-

ground was subtracted, and then the counts per channel 

were printed by the high-speed printer associated with the 

analyzer. 



CHAPTER III 

CALCULATIONS 

This chapter is devoted to the derivations and 

explanations of the equations used in this work. There 

are two sections: (1) the fractional cumulative chain 

yields at 131 mTe and 133 mTe and (2) the fractional independent 

chain yields at 131 gTe, 131 I, 133 gTe and 133 I, plus the 

fractional cumulative chain yields at 131 Sb and 133 sb. For 

both sections, and the remainder of this dissertation, 

the following notations will be used: · 

J:lNT - the number of atoms of a nuclide l. X 

lfAT 
l. - the activity of a nuclide 

l:1:>i_ 
l. - the decay constant of a nuclide 

J:lyT - the fractional chain yield of a nuclide l. X 

lfE - the counting 
l. 

efficiency for a nuclide 

µ_the decay chain with the leading two digits 
omitted 

i _ the i th member of the decay chain always 
letting i=l for Sn (primed for ground states 
if needed) 

T - a general symbol for time to be replaced, as 
needed, by the time associated with each type 
of sample 

x - cumulatively (c) or independently (I) formed 
(a primed letter here means apparently). 
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For material that refers to both the 131 and 133 chains, the 

left superscript will be deleted. 

THE FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELDS 

AT 13lmTe AND 133mTe 

The equations that are required to obtain the 

fractional cumulative chain yields at 131 mTe and 133mTe are 

similar enough to permit them to be developed together until 

half-life considerations lead to the omission of terms. At 

that point, the development will be split into two cases, 

Case I for the 131 chain and Case II for the 133 chain. 

The fractional cumulative chain yields at metastable 

tellurium were determined by comparing the amount of iodine 

that grows in from purified metastable tellurium to the 

amount of iodine that occurs when the decay chain is not 

interrupted by a chemical separation. The 132 I in 

equilibrium with 132Te makes a good monitor to use in 

adjusting for the fluctuations in the number of fissions 

induced in different samples as well as fluctuations in the 

chemical yields of both the tellurium separation and the 

iodine separation and collection. 

The decay pattern and half-lives of the 131 chain 

and 133 chain are such that, when these chains are viewed 

at times that are long in comparison to the half-lives of 

tin, antimony and ground state tellurium, the chain can be 

approximated as 
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where 3 N implies metastable tellurium and 4 N implies iodine. 

This is the common parent-daughter decay pattern which is 

described by the familiar expression (27) 

where 

(1) 

the number of atoms as species 4, iodine, at a 
time T, 

the number of atoms that pass through species 
3, metastable tellurium, and 

4 N~,= the number of atoms that appear to be formed 
at species 4. 

The number of atoms that pass through the metastable 

tellurium nuclides can be found by investigating the number 

of atoms present as species 4 at various times after fission. 

This is true, however, only if all samples compared represent 

the same number of fissions. A tellurium separation at a 

time after fission, t' ,.that is long with respect to the tin, 

antimony and ground state tellurium half-lives, causes the 

second term in Equation 1 to be eliminated, because all 

acfivity seen later as iodine comes from metastable 

tellurium. The iodine can be permitted to grow into the 

tellurium-separated samples for a time t"-t', t" being the 

time from fission to iodine separation. When this is done, 

not only must the second term be dropped because of the 

chemical removal of 4 N;,, but the parent-daughter equation 
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applies only after t'. Previous .tot', the metastable 

tellurium is undergoing simple first order decay. Thus, for 

a sample of iodine that has been separated at time t" after 

fission from a sample of tellurium that was purified at 

time t' after fission, 

( 
0 - ;\t•J·[ 3;\ ][ - ;\(t"-t') - ;\(t"-t'>) = Ne 3 1 1 e 3 -e 4 

3 C /\- /\ 
4 3 

(2) 

applies. 

Equation 2 could, in principle, be treated to obtain 

3 N~, the number of atoms that are passing through the 

metastable tellurium nuclides. To do this, however, the 

chemical yields of the tellurium separation and the iodine 

collection, as well as the counting efficiency, would have 

to be known. 0 For the number 3 Nc to have any meaning, the 

-total number of fissions would also have to be known. 

These problems can be circumvented by using another isobaric 

decay chain that is not permanently disturbed by the 

tellurium separation and iodine separation and collection 

and whose abundance will indicate the fluctuation in the 

number of fissions, i.e. a monitor chain. A chain that 

possesses these properties for the experiments being 

described is the 132 chain. The precursors of 132Te are 

short lived so, for the time scale of these experiments, the 

precu~sors of 132Te will also appear to be formed as 132Te. 

132Te has a sufficiently long half-life to be present at the 

time of the tellurium separation, t'. Its abundance after 

the tellurium separation will indicate not only the 
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fluctuations in the number of fissions, but also the chemical 

yield of the tellurium separation. The 132I that grows from 

it will be separated at time t", along with other iodines. 

The abundance of the 132I not only reflects the amount of 

1 .32Te that existed at t', but also the chemical efficiency 

of the iodine separations and collections. Thus, the 132 

chain makes an excellent monitor to use as an internal 

standard for normalizing the different samples for both the 

number of fissions and the chemical yields. 

The same considerations that lead to Equation 2 

for the 131 chain lead to 

( 2 o - 2 At'J[· ~A Jr -2 A(t":..t•) - 2 ;..(t"-t'>] = Ne 3 --- e 3 -e 4 
3 C 2A-2A 

4 3 

for th~ 132 chain. Taking the ratio of Equation 2 and 

Equation 3 gives 

O - At•[·_ ' 3 A, J· [ - A ( t" -t 1 ) - A ( t" -t 1 ) ] Ne 3 ---- e 3 -e 4 3 C A- A 
4 3 

( 3) 

(4) 

The ratio of the number of atoms at time t 11 can be converted 

to activites at t 11 by A= EAN to obtain 

4 

t" 
A 

O - At ·[·_ 3 A -l ( 2 2 1 ] [ - A ( t" - t 1 
) - A ( t 11 

- t 1 
) ] N e 3 A A . £ 4 A e 3 -e 4 

3 C - - 4 · 
. 4 3 . -

= . ( 5) 

2 o - 2 At 1 
[ ·· ;;.. . . ] · [ _ . _ ] [ -

2 A ( t 11 -t 1 
) -

2 A ( t 11 
- t 1 

) ) Ne i --- . EA _ e. i -e 4 
3 C ~i~2A 4 4 _ _ 
. . ~ 3 

as the general form of the equation applicable to the 



tellurium-separated samples. 

When the entire chain is permitted to decay to 

iodine, instead of undergoing a tellurium separation, the 

amount of iodine formed reflects the total chain yield. 

Again the parent-daughter decay expression, Equation 1, is 

used as a starting point to develop the equations that 

apply when no tellurium separation is done. 
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(6) 

results when T, the time from fission to iodine collection, 

is substituted into Equation 1. T can be chosen sufficiently 

large so that the exponential term involving - AT becomes 
. . 3 

negligible relative to the exponential term involving - AT, 
4 

( 7) 

or 

(8) 

For the monitor chain the parent-daughter decay expression 

(9) 

is used again. Because Tis long compared to the half-life 

of 132 1 (2.29 hr), the only 132 1 collected at time Twill 

be from 132Te. This permits the use of the simplified 

expression 



2NT 
4 

By taking the ratio of Equation 8 and Equation 10, and 

converting from atoms at time T to activities at T with 

A= EAN, 
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= ( 11) 

is obtained as the general form of the equation applicable 

to the non-tellurium-separated samples. 

Case I - The 131 Chain 

Consider first the tellurium-separated samples for 

which the general equation, Equation 5, has been developed. 

The time necessary for appreciable 131 I to grow in from 

131 mTe, t"-t', is sufficiently long, relative to the half

life of 132 I (2.29 hr), that the last exponential term in 

• - 2 11.(t~-t•) 
the denominator, e 4 , becomes negligible relative 

to the positive exponential term in front of it. This term 

may, therefore, be dropped. The two remaining exponential 

terms in the denominator may be combined so that the 

denominator becomes, 
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The exponential terms involving t" and t"-t' can be taken to 

the left-hand side of the equation to obtain 

I t" 
1+ A -------------------- = 

[:~\] (:£:A] 

[:~~:Al (~•!A] 

Appendix E shows that neglecting the decay of the metastable 

state of tellurium through the ground state of tellurium to 

iodine does not introduce a significant error in Equation 12. 

A semi-logarithmic plot of Equation 12 can be used 

to obtain 

as the intercept and the negative of the decay constant, 

_IA, as the slope. 
3 

Because the decay constant, !A, does 

occur in the term on the left of the equation, the IA 
3 

obtained from the slope is only a first approximation. An 

iterative procedure can be used to determine a consistent 

value of 1 A. 
3 

!A rapidly converges because the exponential 

involving !A is small compared to the exponential involving 

!A for a t"-t' time that permits significant production of 

The term that results from the intercept has in it the 
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ratio of the number of atoms that pass through 131 mTe 

relative to the number of atoms that pass through 132Te. 

A similar expression can be obtained for the ratio 

of the total number of atoms formed in the 131 chain relative 

to the number that pass through 132Te from the general 

equation, Equation 11, developed for the non-tellurium-

separated samples. For these samples the time, T, can be 

chosen sufficiently long so that the only iodines present at 

Tare 131 1 and 1321, thus increasing the radiochemical purity 

of the samples. By taking the exponential terms of Equation 

11 to the left-hand side 

(13) 

is obtained. 

Let the left-hand side of Equation 13 be referred to 

as 1 s and the intercept of Equation 12 be referred to as 1 B. 

Taking the ratio of the term, 

yields 

l S, and the intercept, 
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= 

Solving for 1 N° / 1 N° the ratio of the number of atoms that 4 I' 3 c' 

appear to be formed as 131 I to the number of atoms that pass 

through 131 mTe, yields 

(15) 

The assumption that the 131 chain is completely 

formed as 131 I and its isobaric precursors can be written as 

(16) 

where Y's have been useO to indicate fractional chain yields 

rather than numbers of atoms. Dividing both sides of 

Equation 16 by ~Y~ and inverting the equation results in 

1 

Because the ratio of yields, ~Y~ 1 /!Y~, must be identical 

h . · f t 1 NO / 1 NO • 15 b tote ratio o a oms, 4 I' 3 c' Equation can e 

substituted into Equation 17 giving 

(17) 
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1 
( 18) 

as the expression from which the cumulative yield of 131 mTe 

can be calculated. 

Case II - The 133 Chain 

Consider first the tellurium-separated samples for 

which the general equation, Equation 5, has been developed. 

The time for 133 I to grow in from 133 mTe can be chosen 

- 3 :>t(t"-t') sufficiently long so that the term e 3 becomes 

- 3 :>t(t"-t') negligible relative to the term e 4 and can be 

dropped from Equation 5 to yield 

= (19) 

when the exponential terms involving - 3 :>tt• and - 2 :>tt• are 3 3 

combined. Transferring-the exponential terms to the left-

hand side gives 

-------------------- = 
~A_ t" (-( 3 :>t- 2 :>t)t' - 3 :>t(t"-t')) .. e 3 3 e 4 



an equation that can be explicitly solved for the term 

Let this term be referred to as 3 B'. Appendix E shows that 

a small error was introduced in neglecting the decay of the 

metastable state of tellurium through the ground state of 
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tellurium to iodine. This can be corrected for, as indicated 

in Appendix E, by multiplying 3 B' by 1.029. Let the 3 B' 

corrected in this manner be referred to as 3 B. 

A similar expression for the ratio of the total 

number of atoms formed in the 133 chain relative to the 

number that pass through 132Te is found in the general 

equation, Equation 11, developed for the non-tellurium-

separated samples. When the exponential terms in Equation 

11 are taken to the left-hand side, 

(21) 

results. Again this equation can be solved directly. Let 

the left-hand side be referred to as 3 s. 

Taking the ratio of the term 3 s to the term 3 B yields 



= 

Solving for !N~,/:N~, the ratio of the number of atoms that 

appear to be found as 133 I to the number of atoms that pass 

through 133 mTe, yields 
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( 2 2) 

[ 3s][:A l = l--;; !A-:A . (23) 

The assumption that the 133 chain is completely 

formed as 133 I and its isobaric precursors can be written as 

+ 3y0 = l 
3 C 

(24) 

where Y's have been used to indicate fractional chain yields 

rather than number of atoms. When this is solved for 3 y 0 
3 CI 

1 
( 2 5) 

results. Because the ratio of yields, 

identical to the ratio of atoms, 3 N° / 3 N°, Equation 23 can 
It I' 3 c 

be substituted into Equation 25 giving 
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1 
(26) 

as the expression from which the cumulative yield at 133 mTe 

can be calculated. · 

THE FRACTIONAL INDEPENDENT CHAIN YIELDS 

THE FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELDS 

AT 131 Sb AND 133sb 

The independent yields at iodine and ground state 

tellurium, as well as the cumulative yields at antimony, 

for both the 131 and 133 chains were obtained as the 

parameters that resulted from the least squares fit of the 

model discussed in Appendix F. To use this model the data 

collected had to be put in a form that indicated what 

fraction of the chain was present as iodine at time, t, 

after fission. This section will describe the calculations 

that were made to put both the data from the quickly

separated iodine samples as well as the early-separated 

iodine samples in this form. 

Quickly-Separated Iodine Samples 

The ~uickly-separated iodine samples apply only to 

the. 131 chain. Each irradiation was dissolved, iodine 

carrier was added, and the irradiated sample was split 

into two approximately equal portions. The ratio of the 
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amount of iodine carrier recovered from both portions will 

indicate what ratio of fissions the recovered activity 

represents, because the number of fissions per mg of iodine 

carrier must be the same for both portions of the irradiated 

sample. Thus the specific activity rather than the activity 

will be of importance. 

One portion of the sample underwent an iodine 

separation within five min from the time of fission. This 

portion will be referred to as a Type A sample, and the 

time of s~paration will bet. Let the specific activity of 

the 131 r at time t be referred to as ~SAt. The second 

portion was stored to permit almost all of the 131 chain to 

decay to 131 I before the iodine was separated and collected. 

This portion will be referred to as a Type B sample, and the 

time of iodine separation will be T'. Let the specific 

activity of the 131 I at time T' be referred to as ~SAT'. 

The specific activities ~SAt and ~SAT' are pro

portional to the number of 131 I atoms present at t and T' 

which result from the same number of fissions. 

1 sAt/ 1 SAT' can thus be written 
4 4 

= 

where xis the undetermined number of fissions. 

The ratio of 

(27) 

The number 

of 131 r atoms at time T' can be related to initial chain 

yields via the parent-daughter equation, Equation 1, because 

T' is sufficiently long to use the abbreviated form of the 
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chain as was done when the metastable telluriums were 

considered. - 1 AT 1 
Also, T' is long enough that e 3 is negligible 

relative to 
- 1 A T I 

e .4 , so Equation 1 can be simplified to 

(28) 

1 T 1 
Equation 28 can be used to replace 4 N in Equation 27 to 

obtain 

lSAt 
4 

= 

where the x's have been canceled. 

(29) 

Because Equation 29 is 

a ratio of number of atoms, it can be rewritten in terms of 

fractional chain yields to obtain 

lSAt 
4 _lAT' 
---,e 4 = 
lSAT 
4 

( 3 0) 

Solving Equation 30 for !Yt results in 

( 31) 

This equation gives the fraction of the 131 chain present 

1 t 
as 131 r at time t, 4 Y , as a function of the separation time 

TI • 
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Early-Separated Iodine Samples 

Data was obtained from the. early-separated iodine 

samples that applied to both the 131 and 133 chains. The · 

experiments were done with three_ groups of three samples per 

group. Each sample came from one irradiation. The 135 chain 

(see Figure 1) was used as a fission and chemical yield 

monitor to normalize all irradiations to the same number of 

fissions and for chemical efficiency. The only known 

precursor of 135 I is 135Te, with a half-life of 18 sec. Thus, 

the amount of 135 I present at any time after fission, in 

excess of ~5 min, will reflect the number of fissions. The 

activity of 135 I found at the time the samples were counted 

was extrapolated back to the time'of fission. The average 

activity at the time of fission was calculated for each 

sample for each of three gamma ray energies, 1131 kev, 

1260 kev and 1678 kev (28). For each gamma ray energy, 

a normalizing factor was calculated which was then averaged 

to obtain a normalizing factor for each sample. 

The activities of the 364 kev gamma ray (28) of 131 r 

and the 530 kev_ gamma ray (28) of 133 I found at the time the 

samples were counted were extrapolated back to the time of 

iodine separation. The normalizing factor obtained from the 

135 r was applied to adjust all activities for the same 

number of fissions and iodine chemistry efficiency. The two 

m~~bers of each _ group that were iodine-separated at early 

times (5 to 50 min) were then put on a fractional chain basis 

by comparison with the third member of the group that was 
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iodine-separated at much longer times (450 to 1500 min). To 

do this, the parent-daughter equation with the previously 

determined fractional cumulative chain yield at metastable 

tellurium, Y0 , and ap~arent fractional independent chain 
3 C 

yield at iodine, Yo was used to calculate the fraction 
4 T 1 ' 

of the chain that the activity in the samples separated at 

450 to 1500 min represented. A relative efficiency constant, 

a, between the activity and the total chain yield, was thus 

obtained. With this relative efficiency constant, the 

activities for the two members of the . group separated at 5 

to 50 min were put on a fractional chain basis. This is the 

form that was used as the dependent variable for the model 

given in Appendix F. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELD 

The fractional cumulative chain yield at 131mTe 

can be calculated by combining, as shown in Chapter III, 

data on samples that have been treated in two different 

ways. A measure of the number of atoms that pass through 

131mTe is ascertained from the tellurium-separated samples. 

A measure of the total number of ~toms produced as the 

131 chain is ascertained from the non-tellurium-separated 

samples. 

Four samples of 233 u were irradiated, tellurium-

separated, and the iodine was collected. These samples 

were counted on two different scalers, both equipped with 

G-M tubes for beta-counting. The data from each scaler 

was treated independently. The scaler indicated as Scaler 1 

was a Picker compact scaler, while the scaler indicated as 

Scaler 2 was a Picker Spectroscaler II. The results from 

these four tellurium-separated samples are presented in 

Table 2 and in Figure 3. 

Equation 6 in Chapter III indicates that a semi-log 

-plot of the last column in Table 2 versus t' should yield 

a straight line, the intercept of the line being the 



Sample 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Table 2 

Part A: Tellurium-Separated Samples Counted on Scaler No. 1 

1 t" 
A 

4 
(cpm) 

414.0±1.0 

297.0±0.4 

157.0±0.5 

60.0±0.4 

2 t" 
4A 

(cpm) 

4466±22 

3496±10 

3191±10 

1846±10 

t' 
(min) 

825 

1200 

4303 

5472 

t" 
(min) 

6573 

6594 

10874 

10888 

{ 

t" - 2 At" l l A e 3 
4 
--•....---------------.- xl0 2 

2 t" [ - 1 A (t"-t') - 1 A (t"-t')] 
A e 3 -e 4 

4 

-5.920±0.032 

-5.423±0.017 

-1.665±0.007 

-1.095±0.009 

Slope= -(3.689±0.066)xl0- 4 min- 1 

Intercept= -(8.21±0.19)xl0- 2 

w 
\0 



.Sample 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Table 2 (continued) 

Part B: Tellurium-Separated Samples Counted on Scaler No. 2 

r t" _..... 1 
1 t" t" 4 A e 3 

4A 2A xl0 2 
4 t' t" 

~-( - 1 :\(t"-t') - 1 :\(t"-t'>] 
(cpm) (cpm) (min) (min) 2 A e 3 -e 4 

4 

350.0±2.0 3664±39 825 6573 -6.100±0.074 

244.3±0.3 2851± 6 1200 6594 -5.470±0.013 

130.1±0.4 2589±10 4303 10874 -1.700±0.008 

49.6±0.3 1502± 3 5472 10888 -1.113±0.007 

Slope= -(3.696±0.039)xl0- 4 min- 1 

Intercept= -(8.38±0.ll)xl0- 2 

,i:,. 

0 
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FIGURE 3. TELLURIUM-SEPARATED SAMPLES - 131 MASS CHAIN 
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desired term 

and the slope of the line being the negative of the decay 

constant for 131 mTe, -~A. To obtain the slope and intercept 

of this line, a linear least squares analysis was performed 

on the natural logarithm of Equation 6. Because the 

logarithm of a negative number is not defined, the natural 

logarithm of the negative of the value reported in Table 2 

was used as the dependent variable in the linear least 

squares analysis. This, of course, yields a linear least 

squares intercept that is the natural logarithm of the 

negative of the desired intercept. The value reported in 

the table has been corrected for the sign change and 

logarithmic transformation. 

The two values obtained for the decay constant of 

131mTe, - .. -1 (3.689±0.066)xl0 min and (3.696±0.039)xl0-i+min- 1 , 

are in very good agreement. This agreement indicates that 

the counting systems employed remained stable during the 

time the data was being collected. Although the data 

covers only two and one-half half-lives, each of the four 

points is the result of a separate irradiation, tellurium 

separation, iodine collection and iodine decay curve 



resolution, hence totally inde.pendent of the .other three 

points on the same line. Ths mean of these two values of 
l -i+ -1 131m A is (3.69±0.06)xl0 min or a half-life for . Te 3 

of 31.3±0.5 hr. This is in agreement with the value of 

1.2±0.2 days reported by Seaborg, Livingood and Kennedy (8) 

in 1940, which appears to be the only previous time this 

half-life has been measured. 

The values obtained from the linear least squares 

analysis for the term 

-2 2 are -(8.2l±0.19)xl0 and -(8.38±0.ll)xlO- for Scaler 1 

and scaler 2, respectively. 

For the non-tellurium-separated samples, four 
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samples of 233 U were irradiated, and the iodine was collected. 

The results from these four samples are shown in Table 3. 

Equation . 12 has been used to calculate the values given in 

the last column. Samples 49 and 50 were not counted on 

scaler 2, because this scaler went out of operation before 

these two samples were prepared. The resulting values are 

0.199±0.007 and 0.191±0.018 for Scaler 1 and Scaler 2, 

respectively. The uncertainties reported here are standard 

deviations of the mean. 



Sample 

43 

44 

49 

so 

Table 3 

Part A: Non-Tellurium-Separated Samples Counted on Scaler No. 1 

1AT 
1+ 

(cpm) 

2352± 6 

2591±11 

3091± 5 

3179± 4 

2AT 
1+ 

(cpm) 

1956±27 

2427±43 

2472±20 

2543±21 

T 

(min) 

20125 

20139 

20177 

20187 

lNO 1+ 3 lNO 3 2E2A { [1A-1Al }[ lA l 
'I' ;, -, C ~•-:• [, 'l 

2NO 3 lElA 
[ 

2A l 
' C !•-!• [' ' l 

0.2009±0.0028 

0.1781±0.0032 

0.2079±0.0017 

0.2077±0.0017 

Mean= 0.199 ±0.014 

Standard D~viation 
of Mean= 0.007 

,i:. 
,i:. 
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44 

Table 3 (continued) 

Part B: Non-Tellurium-Separated Samples Counted on Scaler No. 2 

1AT 
4 

(cpm) 

1969±2 

2152±2 

2AT 
4 

(cpm) 

1576±19 

2070±16 

t' 

(min) 

20125 

20139 

{lNO [~A-!A]-lNO}[ ~A l [2E2A] 
4 I' lA ~ C lA-lA 4 4 

3 4 3 

2NO 3 lElA 
[ 

2

J l 
' C ~•-? [ •• l 

0.2087±0.0025 

0.1736±0.0014 

Mean= 0.191 ±0.025 

Standard Deviation 
of Mean= 0.018 

"'" 1.11 



Combining the results from the tellurium-separated 

and the non-tellurium-separated samples via Equation 17 

permits the calculation of th~ fractional cumulative chain 

yield at 131 mTe. The results are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Fractional Cumulative Chain Yield at 131mTe 

Determined from data collected on 
scaler No. 1 0.3714±0.0069 

Determined from data collected on 
Scaler No. 2 0.395 ±0.017 

~eighted Mean (2:1) = 0.377 ±0.012 

Standard Deviation of Mean= 0.006 

The value obtained from Scaler .1 appears to be 

better than that from Scaler 2. This is due mainly to 

the fact that all four non-tellurium-separated samples 

were counted on Scaler 1, but only two samples were counted 

on Scaler 2. Because of this fact, it seems reasonable to 

weight the result from Scaler 1 twice as much as the result 

from scaler 2. When this was done, a final value for the 

fractional cumulative chain yield at 131 mTe of 0.377±0.006 

was obt~ined. The uncertainty given is the standard 

deviation of the mean. 
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FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELD 

AT l33mTe 

The fractional cumulative chain yield at 133mTe 

was obtained by combining, as shown in Chapter III, data 

from tellurium-separated samples and non-tellurium-

separated samples. Eight samples of 231u were irradiated, 

four for tellurium-separated samples and four for non

tellurium-separated samples. 

samples 55, 56, 57 and 58 were beta-counted through 

an 85 mg/cm 2 aluminum absorber on a Picker flow detector 

with G-M . gas. Let this be referred to as Counting System 
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3. samples 59, 60, 61 and 62 were beta-counted on a Picker 

flow detector with G-M gas but without the aluminum absorber 

and, at the same time, were gamma-counted with a 2-inch NaI 

scintillation spectrometer. Let the flow detector without 

the absorber be referred to as Counting System 4 and the 

scintillation spectrometer be referred to as Counting 

system 5. The results from the tellurium-separated samples 

are presented in Table 5 and those from the non-tellurium-

separated samples in Table 6. All deviations shown are 

standard deviations. 

The results from the tellurium-separated samples, 

counted on one counting system, must be compared via Equation 

26 to the results from the non-tellurium-separated samples, 

counted on the same counting system, to obtain the fractional 

. h . . ld t l 3 3m cumulative c ain yie a Te. This must be done so that 



Table 5 

Tellurium-Separated Samples 

Counting i33At" l 3 2 t 11 

A t' t" 
Sample System {cpm) {cpm) {min) {min) 

55 3 7542± 4 24989±34 126.5 1208 
56 3 7213± 5 25811±37 148.5 828 

60 4 21682±11 117611±130 182.0 1049 
62 4 4986± 7 70740±57 248.0 1534 

60 5 4332± 5 55325±58 182.0 1049 
62 5 1005± 2 34005±28 248.0 1534 

3 3NO 2£2A 
[ 

3 A l 
-, C !•-:• [. 4 l 

2N~[ ;A l (3e:3A] 
3 2 A- 2 A 1t 1t 

It 3 

For 
Sample 

2.330 
2.328 

2.594 
2.749 

1.101 
1.153 

Average for 
Counting 

System 

2.329±0.002 

2.67 ±0.11 

1.127±0.037 

.i:,. 
(Xl 



Counting 
Sample System 

57 3 
58 3 

59 4 
61 4 

59 5 
61 5 

Table 6 

Non-Tellurium-Separated Samples 

133AT 132AT 

(cpm} (cpm} 

7008± 4 20860± 25 
1759± 2 17360± 15 

10591±23 54036±100 
23529±35 62283±120 

2159± 3 27080± 21 
4953± 4 31058± 29 

T 
(min} 

5708 
8593 

7525 
5880 

7525 
5880 

3 o 4 3 3 o 3 2 2A 
{ [

3
A-3Al }[ 3A l ,N,, lA -,Ne !A-lA [,e, ] 

2NO 3 3e:3A 
[ 

2 

A l 
' C :•-:• [ •• l 

For 
Sample 

3.702 
3.755 

4.636 
4.475 

1. 886 
1.889 

Average for 
Counting 

System 

3.728±0.038 

4.56 ±0.11 

1.888±0.002 

,i:,. 

I.O 
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the counting efficiencies cancel as shown in Equation 22. 

When this was done, three values for the fractional cumulative 

chain yield at 133mTe were obtained. These values are 

presented in Table 7. All deviations shown are standard 

deviations. As reported in the table, the average value 

for the fractional cumulative chain yield at i 33mTe is 

0.591±0.020. 

Table 7 

Fractional Cumulative Chain Yield At 133 mTe 

Counting System 

3 

4 

5 

3y 0 
3 C 

0.613±0.004 

0.575±0.016 

0.586±0.011 

Average= 0.591±0.020 

THE FRACTIONAL INDEPENDENT CHAIN YIELDS 

AND THE FRACTIONAL CUMULATIVE CHAIN YIELDS 

AT 131 Sb AND 133 Sb 

Quickly-Separated Iodine Samples 

. d" t· f z3a Five irra ia ions o . U were used for the quickly-

separated iodine samples. The mass of each sample was 

determined as the difference between a tared filter paper 

with and without the PdI 2 sample. This was done at the 



time of iodine collection. The decay curve of each sample 

was monitored for about two weeks by beta-counting with a 

Picker flow detector and G-M gas. 

The fraction of the 131 ch~in present as 131 I at 

the time of iodine separation, 
1 t 
4 Y, was then computed, as 

described in Chapter III, and is presented along with the 

data in Table 8. These intermediate restilts were combined 

with those from the early-separated iodine experiment, 
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which are discussed next, to obtain the various chain yields. 

Early-Separated Iodine Samples 

The early-separated iodine samples were all counted 

with a Ge(Li) detection system. With this detection 

system, individual . gamm~-ray peaks of 131 I, 133 I and 135 I 

could be observed. The activity of these isotopes could be 

determined without following the decay curves of the samples 

for long periods of time because of the good resolution of 

Ge(Li) detection systems. All samples were counted at 

least twice approximately 1.5 days after fission and counted 

once more 1, 2 or 3 days later. All counts were for 2000 sec 

live time. The activity of all peaks was taken as the total 

number of counts above a least squares base line for each 

peak. This will be referred to as the integrated peak. 

Each group of three samples that were irradiated 

at approximately the same time and were counted during 

the same counting session will be identified by a Roman 

numeral. Arabic numerals will be used to identify the 

members withip each group. The first member of each group 



lSAt .. 
Sample (cpm/mg) 

30-31 203.6 
20.0 

32-33 
190.0 

21. 2 

34-35 161.7 
19.6 

36-37 
190.l 

20.6 

28-29 
120.8 

20.0 

Table 8 

Quickly-Separated Iodine Samples 

lSAT' lSAt .. .. 
lSAT' 

t 
(cpm/mg) (min) .. 

1568 
0.1337 4.50 20.6 

1355 
0.1574 4.20 23.8 

1627 
0.1247 3.62 24.6 

2308 
0.1120 3.47 28.0 

1395 
0.1100 3.38 25.4 

T' 
(min) 

23012 

24484 

22995 

22984 

22994 

lyt .. 

0.0362 

0.0391 

0.0338 

0.0304 

0.0298 

LT1 
I\.) 
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will be the member that was iodine-separa-ted .at 450 to 

1500 min after fission1 and be termed a "chain yield monitor" 

because it will be used to adjust for a total chain yield 

of 100%. 

Table 9 presents the data obtained from the 1131 

kev, 1260 kev and 1678 kev peaks of 135 r. The integrated 

peaks at counting time were extrapolated to the time of 

irradiation using 6.68 hr as the half-life of 135 r. The 

average was then computed. A normalizing factor, based on 

Sample III-3 was then calculated for each of the three 

observed gamma rays for each sample. The weighted average 

normalizing factor for each sample was finally calculated 

from the three normalizing factors computed for the sample 

by considering the 1678 kev peak one-half as significant 

as the other two peaks. This was done because the 1678 kev 

peak was approximately one-fourth as large as the other two 

peaks. 

Table 9. 

The results of these calculations are presented in 

The 131 Chain and 131 I Activities 

The 364 kev peak of 131 I was 25 times as intense as 

any other 131 1 peak and was considered to be the only 131 r 

peak with good enough counting statistics to give valuable 

information. Table 10 presents the data and results for 

the 131 chain yield monitors. The fraction of the 131 chain 

P resent at the time of the iodine separation 1 yt 
' 4 ' 

was 

calculated from the fractional cumulative chain yield at 



Table 9 

Early-Separated Iodine Samples - 135 I Data and Results 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak Integrated Peak 

Peak Count Counting Time at Counting • at Irradiation 
Sample (kev) No. (min) Time Time 

I-1 1131 1 2268 4025 203300 
1131 2 2387 3349 207800 
1131 3 2502 :2575 195000 

--
1131 Ave. 202000 

1260 1 2268 4337 219100 
1260 2 2387 3435 213200 
1260 3 2502 2870 217300 

1260 Ave. 216500 

1678 1 2268 1095 55320 
1678 2 2387 865 53680 
1678 3 2502 764 57850 

1678 Ave. 55620 

I-1 Weighted Ave. 

Normalizing 
Factor 

0.8356 

0.8314 

0.8407 

0.8349 

U1 
,i:,. 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

I-2 1131 1 
1131 2 
1131 3 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 
1260 3 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 
1678 3 

1678 Ave. 

I-2 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

2145 2600 
2270 2058 
2387 1739 

2145 2650 
2270 2149 
2387 1721 

2145 683 
2270 585 
2387 494 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

106200 
104300 
107900 

106133 

108200 
108900 
106800 

108000 

27890 
29660 
30660 

29400 

Normalizing 
Factor 

1.590 

1. 666 

1. 590 

1. 620 

01 
01 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

I-3 1131 l 
1131 2 
1131 3 

1131 Ave. 

1260 l 
1260 2 
1260 3 

1260 Ave. 

1678 l 
1678 2 
1678 3 

1678 Ave. 

I-3 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

2037 6494 
2175 5164 
2295 3910 

. 

2037 6826 
2175 5149 
2295 4253 

2037 1744 
2175 1410 
2295 1144 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

220000 
222100 
206200 

216100 

231300 
221500 
224300 

225700 

59090 
60650 
60340 

60030 

Normalizing 
Factor 

0.7811 

0.7975 

0.7789 

-
0.7872 

01 
O'I 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

II-1 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

II-1 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

2067 4067 
2188 3518 

2067 4472 
2188 3668 

2067 1148 
2188 996 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

145100 
154800 

150000 

159600 
161400 

160500 

40960 
43810 

42380 

Normalizing 
Factor 

1.125 

1.121 

1.103 

1.119 

1.11 
...J 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

II-2 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

II-2 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

1973 5739 
2088 4785 

1973 6301 
2088 5028 

1973 1543 
2088 1359 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

174100 
177100 

175600 

191100 
186000 

188600 

46800 
50290 

48540 

Normalizing 
Factor 

0.9613 

0.9544 

0.9633 

0.9589 

01 
(X) 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

II-3 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

II-3 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

1948 1911 
2061 1590 

. 
1948 2009 
2061 1611 

1948 528 
2061 407 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

55510 
56150 

55830 

58350 
56890 

57620 

15340 
14370 

14860 

Normalizing 
Factor 

3.023 

3.124 

3.147 

3.088 

tn 
I.O 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

III-1 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

III-1 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

1914 8398 
2034 6870 

1914 9017 
2034 7193 

1914 2424 
2034 1955 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

230000 
231600 

230800 

247000 
242400 

244700 

66390 
65890 

66140 

Normalizing 
Factor 

0.7314 

0.7356 

0.7070 

0.7282 

O'I 
0 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

III-2 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

III-2 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

1932 3016 
2049 2229 

. 
1932 3189 
2049 2536 

1932 756 
2049 647 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

85210 
77100 

81160 

90100 
87720 

88910 

21360 
22380 

21870 

Normalizing 
Factor 

2.080 

2.024 

2.138 

2.069 

°' I-' 



Peak Count 
Sample (kev) No. 

III-3 1131 1 
1131 2 

1131 Ave. 

1260 1 
1260 2 

1260 Ave. 

1678 1 
1678 2 

1678 Ave. 

III-3 Weighted Ave. 

Table 9 (continued) 

Time from 
Irradiation to Integrated Peak 
Counting Time at Counting 

(min) Time 

1922 6076 
2035 5001 

1922 6499 
2035 5315 

1922 1628 
2035 1431 

Integrated Peak 
at Irradiation 

Time 

168700 
168800 

168800 

180500 
179400 

180000 

45200 
48310 

46760 

Normalizing 
Factor 

1.000 

1. 000 

1.000 

--
1. 000 

O'I 
tv 



Table 10 

131 Chain Yield Monitors 

Time from Integrated Integrated Integrated 
I Separation Peak at Peak at Peak let 

t Count to Counting Counting I Separation Normalized 4 

Sample (min) No. Time (min) Time Time with 135 I lyt ( 10 5 ) 
4 

I-1 1489 
1 778 50254 52647 
2 897 50415 53199 
3 1012 49880 52992 
4 2197 46404 52919 

--
Ave. 52939 44199 0.720 1. 63 

II-1 540 
1 1527 35237 38606 
2 1648 35445 39116 
3 5777 28020 39582 

--
Ave. 39101 43754 0.668 1. 53 

III-1 458 
1 1456 52107 56847 
2 1576 51525 56617 
3 4216 44784 57626 

Ave. 57030 41529 0.662 1. 59 

O"\ 
w 
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1 0 
3 Y, and the apparent fractional indep~ndent chain 

C 

via Equation 1. A relative efficiency 

constant, !a, was then calculated for each group of samples. 

Because each . group of samples was counted during different 

counting sessions, it was deemed best to use a separate 

for each group, rather than an average 

Table 11 contains the data and results for the 

second and third members of each group. The integrated 

peaks for each count were extrapolated to the time of 

iodine separation using 8.05 days as the half-life of 131 r. 

The integrated peaks at the time of iodine separation for 

each count were then normalized by multiplying each by the 

normalizing factor for each sample. 
' 

The normalizing factors 

used were those obtained from the 
1 3 5 I data and were 

presented in Table 9. The result of these two calculations 

is presented in Table 11 under the heading "integrated peak 

normalized with 135I". Finally, the normalized integrated 

peak at iodine-separation time was multipli~d by the 

relative efficiency constant, !a, for its group. The re-

sulting values for the fraction of the 131 chain present 

as iodine at the time of iodine separation, 

presented in Table 11. 

are also 

The model presented in Appendix F was fit, via the 

least squares program briefly described in Appendix D, to 

the twenty-one values presented in Table 11 plus the 

five values presented in Table 8 for the fraction of the 

131 chain present as iodine at the time of iodine separation. 



t -
Sample (min) 

I-2 5.35 

I-3 26.30 

II-2 8.50 

Table 11 

Fraction of the 131 Chain Present as Iodine 
at the Time of Iodine Separation 

Time from Integrated 
I Separation Peak at 

Count to Counting Counting 
No. Time (min) Time 

1 2140 1039 
2 2265 1046 
3 2382 940 
4 3567 973 

1 2011 10906 
2 2149 10560 
3 2267 10417 
4 3451 9984 

1 1965 3187 
2 2080 3342 
3 6209 2492 

Integrated 
Peak 

Normalized 
with 135 1 

1913 
1941 
1756 
1950 

9682 
9453 
9390 
9660 

3437 
3629 
3464 

lyt 
4 

0.0312 
0.0316 
0.0286 
0.0318 

0.158 
0.154 
0.153 
0.157 

0.0525 
0.0554 
0.0529 

°' U1 



Table 11 (continued) 

Time from Integrated 
I Separation Peak at 

t Count to Counting Counting 
Sample (min) No. Time (min) Time 

II-3 37.25 
1 1911 4577 
2 2024 4448 
3 6154 3651 

III-2 15.50 
1 1916 2921 
2 2033 2952 
3 4673 2247 

III-3 46.50 
1 1876 17789 
2 1989 17880 
3 4631 15183 

Integrated 
Peak 

Normalized 
with 1 3 s I 

15844 
15502 
16289 

6778 
6898 
6147 

19901 
20138 
20028 

lyt 
t+ 

0.242 
0.237 
0.249 

0.108 
0.110 
0.098 

0.317 
0.321 
0.319 

(j\ 
(j\ 
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The least squares fit was carried out with statistical 

weighting. The weighting factors used were the reciprocal 

of the estimated variance for each sample, the variance 

being estimated from the total counts observed. The 

parameters of the 131 chain were held fixed at the values 

given in Figure 1. The fractional cumulative chain yields 

at 131 mTe and 131 I were held fixed at 0.38 and 1.00, 

respectively. This left only two parameters to be deter-

mined. 

are: 

These two parameters and their least squares values 

the fractional independent chain yield at 131 r, 

o.0133±0.0027, and the fractional independent chain yield 

at 131 gTe, 0.141±0.016. Figure 4 shows the data and least 

squares curve. Because a few of the experimental points 

are superimposed upon each other, there are more data 

points listed in Table 11 than appear in Figure 4. 

If the value of 23 min reported by Hageb¢ (29) as 

the half-life of 131 Sb is assumed correct, rather than the 

26 min reported by Uhler et al. (10), the fractional 

· · ld t 131 I b 0 0163 0 independent chain yie a . ecomes . ± .0025 and 

that at 131 9Te becomes 0.111±0.015. The effect of varying, 

one at a time, the other fixed parameters in the least 

squares analysis was also tested. For example, if the half-

life of 131 gTe was fixed at 27.6 min, rather than the 

literature value of 24.8 min, the fractional independent 

chain yields obtained were 0.0110±0.0028 and 0.181±0.018 for 

131I and 13lgTe, respectively. By considering the effects 

of the uncertainties in the parameters of the decay chain, 
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the values of the fractional independent chain yields at 

1 3 1I and 131 9Te presented in Table 12 were obtained. With 

these fractional independent chain yields known, along with 

the fractional cumulative chain yields at IarmTe and 1a1I 

and the 131 Sb branching ratio, the fractional cu-ulative 

chain yield at 131 Sb and the fractional independent chain 

yield at 131 mTe can readily be calculated. These two 

fractional independent chain yields and the ratio of the 

fractional independent chain yield at 13 1mTe and 1a1gTe 

are also included in Table 12. 

Table 12 

131 Fractional Chain Yields 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional Cumulative Chain Yield at 

Ratio of Fractional Indefendent Chain 

Yield at 131 mTe/ 31 gTe 

The 133 Chain and 133 I Activities 

I 3 I I 

13IgTe 

I 3 ImTe 

13ISb 

0.014±0.003 

0.135±0.020 

0.334±0.020 

0.52 ±0.03 

2.5 ±0.4 

The 530 kev peak of 133 I was 40 times as intense as 

any other 133 I peak and was considered to be the only 133I 

peak with good enough counting statistics to give valuable 

information. Only data from the first counting session 

for each group was used because of the decay of the I33I 

activity. The data from the second counting session did 
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agree with a 20.3 hr half-life for 133 r. This fact adds 

validity to the use of the 530 kev peak to measure the 

133 r present. Table 13 presents the data and results for 

the 133 chain yield monitors. As was done with the 131 

chain, the fraction of the 133 chain present at the time 

f h ' d' t. 3 Yt 1 
o t e 10 1ne separa ion, 4 · ' was ca culated from the 

fractional cumulative chain yield at 133mTe, iY~, and the 

apparent fractional independent chain yield at 1 3 3 r, !Y;,, 

•via Equation 1. A relative efficiency constant, 

then calculated for each group of samples. As with the 

131 chain, .a separate !a was calculated for each . group 

of samples. 

Table 14 contain.s the data and results for the 

second and third members of each group. The integrated 

peaks for each count were extrapolated to the time of iodine 

separation using 20.3 hr as the half-life of 133 r. The 

integrated peaks, at the time of iodine separation, for 

each count were then normalized by multiplying each by the 

normalizing factor for each sample. The normalizing factors 

used were those obtained from the 135 I data and were 

presented in Table 9. The results of these two calculations 

are presented in Table 14 under the heading "integrated 
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• . l 3 5 I 11 

peak normalized with • Finally, the normalized integrat-

ed peak at iodine-separation time was multiplied by the 

3 
relative efficiency constant, 4 a, for its group. The result-

ing values for the fraction of the l33 chain present as 

iodine at the time of iodine separation, 3 t 
4 Y , are also 



I 
t Count 

Sample (min) No. 

I-1 1489 
1 
2 
3 

Ave. 

II-1 540 
1 
2 

Ave. 

III-1 458 
1 
2 

Ave. 

Table 13 

133 Chain Yield Monitors 

Time from Integrated Integrated 
Separation Peak at Peak at 

to Counting Counting I Separation 
Time (min) Time Time 

778 210477 327712 
897 197237 328616 

1012 185818 330530 
--

328953 

1527 183494 437553 
1648 170989 436800 

437176 

1456 289869 663838 
1576 272536 668257 

666047 

Integrated 
Peak 

Normalized 
with 1 3 s I 

274642 

489200 

485016 

3yt 
4 

0.441 

0.756 

0.791 

3a, 
4 

(10 6 ) 

1. 61 

1. 54 

1. 63 

-..J 
I-' 



t 
Sample (min) 

I-2 5.35 

I-3 26.30 

II-1 a.so 

II-2 37 •. 25 

Table 14 

Fraction of the 133 Chain Present as Iodine 
at the Time of Iodine Separation 

Time from Integrated Integrated 
I Separation Peak at Peak 

Count to Counting Counting Normalized 
No. Time (min) Time with 135 I 

1 2140 93142 150891 
2 2265 94784 153550 
3 2382 92915 150523 

1 2011 387445 304997 
2 2149 389713 306782 
3 2267 388268 305645 

1 1965 205754 197298 
2 2080 207264 198746 

1 1911 127029 392265 
2 2024 124981 385940 

3yt 
4 

0.242 
0.247 
0.242 

0.490 
0.493 
0.491 

0.305 
0.307 

0.606 
0.596 

....:, 
"-> 



t Count 
Sample (min) No. 

III-2 15.50 
1 
2 

III-3 46.50 
1 
2 

Table 14 (continued) 

.Time from Integrated 
I Separation Peak at 
to Counting Counting 
Time (min) Time 

1916 127278 
2033 128472 

1876 408005 
1989 410081 

Integrated 
Peak 

Normalized 
with l 3 5 I 

263338 
265808 

408005 
410081 

3yt 
It 

0.430 
0.433 

0.665 
0.669 

~ 
w 



presented in Table 14. 

The model presented in Appendix F was fit, via the 

least squares program briefly described in Appendix o, to 

the fourteen values presented in Table 14 for the fraction 

of the 133 chain present as iodine at the time of iodine 

separation. The least squares fit was carried out with 

statistical weighting. The weighting factors used were the 

reciprocal of the estimated variance for each sample, the 

variance being estimated from the total counts observed. 

The parameters of the 133 · chain were held fixed at values 

given in Figure 1. The fractional cumulative chain yields 

at I33mTe and 133 1 were held fixed at 0.590 and 1.00, 

respectively. They and ~heir least squares values are: 
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the fractional independent chain yield at 133 1, 0.155±0.008, 

and the fractional independent chain yield at 133gTe, 

0.207±0.016. Figure 4 shows the data and least squares 

curve. Because a few of the experimental points are super-

imposed upon each other, there are more data points listed 

in Table 14 than appear in Figure 4. As was done with the 

131 chain, the effects of varying, one at a time, the fixed 

parameters in the least squares analysis were tested. By 

considering the effects of the uncertainties in the parameters 

of the decay chain, the values of the fractional iridependent 
· 133 d 133 gT t d · . chain yields at l an · e presen e in Table 15 were 

obtained. With these fractional independent chain yields 

known, along with the fractional cumulative chain yields at 

133mTe and 133 1, and the 133 Sb branching ratio, the 
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fractiona.l cumulative chain yield at 133 sb and the fractional 

independent chain yield at 133 mTe can readily be calculated. 

These two fractional independent chain yields and the ratio 

of the fractional independent ch~in yield at 133mTe to 

133gTe are also included in Table 15. 

Table 15 

133 Fractional Chain Yields 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional Independent Chain Yield at 

Fractional cumulative Chain Yield at 

Ratio of Fractional Ind~endent Chain 
Yield at 133mTe/ 33 gTe 

1 3 3 I 

133gTe 

133mTe 

133Sb 

0.155±0.010 

0.21 ±0.02 

0.55 ±0.02 

0.08 ±0.04 

2.6 ±0.3 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

NUCLEAR CHARGE DrSTRIBUTION 

FOR THE 131 AND 133 MASS CHAINS 

FORMED BY THE THERMAL-NEUTRON FISSION OF 233 u 

The fractional independent chain yield at 133 1 

found in this investigation is 0.155±0.010. This yield 

has also been measured by Qaim and Denschlag (7) as 

0.137±0.013 and by Runnalls and Troutner (6) as 0.21±0.03. 

Short irradiation times pnd a rapid pneumatic tube system 

permitted Qaim and Denschlag to obtain the fractional 

independent chain yield at 133 1 without requiring precise 

estimates of the yields of ancestors of 133 1. Runnalls and 

Troutner had to estimate yields for the ancestors of 133 1 

to account for the 133 1 formed by the decay of the ancestors 

between the time of fission and iodine separation. The 

difference between the values reported in References 7 and 

6 might, therefore, be a result of this uncertainty in 

yields. However, the value of Runnalls and Troutner was 

reproduced when the fractional chain yields of the ancestors 

reported in this dissertation were applied to their data. 

In the present work, although iodine separation times were 

not as short as Qaim and Denschlag's, the yields of the 

ancestors did not have to be estimated because they were 



also determined, and these results support those of Qaim 

and Oenschlag. 

The distribution of fractional chain yields within 
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a fission product chain is generally described by a Gaussian 

curve. For such a Gaussian distribution, the fractional 

cumulative chain yield of any member z. is given by ]. . 

zi+~ 

ziYc = (2u)-~cr-•f •-(z-zp>'12cr'dz 

-00 

where z is the most probable charge for a member of the 
p 

chain, and cr is the standard deviation that characterizes 

the distribution. This type of distribution, when plotted 

on a probability scale as a function of z on a linear scale, 

will form a straight line with a slope related to cr and 

cross 0.5 probability at (Z -0.5). p 
(The probability 

increases from 0.5 to 0.841 over a range of cr. 

crosses o.5 probability at Z = Z -0.5 because z p 

The line 

can only 

take on integer values.) If fractional chain yields from 

different chains are to be compared, Z-UCO is used on the 

linear scale, where UCO (£nchanged £harge Qistribution) 

is the charge that the fission fragment would have if it 

maintained the same neutron to proton ratio as the nucleus 

undergoing fission. The value of UCO is a constant for 

each fission source, but must change to account for changes 

in the neutron to proton ratio of the source when fission 

sources are varied. Wahl et al. ( 3) have found, by comparing 



the Z 's of several mass chains for 235 u thermal-neutron p 

fission, that z = (UCO-constant) for chains in the heavy p 

mass peak. The value of the constant Wahl suggests is 

0.45. The same value for the constant is generally used 

for 233 u thermal-neutron fission. The straight line on a 

probability scale that represents a Gaussian curve with a 

maximum at z should cross 0.5 probability at z -0.5 - UCD = p p 

Z-UCD = -0.95. The values of UCO used in this dissertation 

are those tabulated by Troutner (4). 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of fractional 

chain yields for the 131, 132 and 133 chains. The solid 

symbols are for the yields at tin or iodine, and the open 

symbols are for the yie~ds at tellurium. The 131 chain is 
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represented by circles, the 132 chain by triangles and the 

133 chain by squares. The fractional cumulative chain 

yields for the 131 and 133 chains are those obtained in this 

investigation. The fractional cumulative chain yields for 

132sn and 132 sb are from Naeumann, Folger and Denschlag (5). 

The fractional cumulative chain yield for 132 Te is from 

Runnalls and Troutner (6). 

Two lines with a Gaussian width parameter, cr, of 

0.56 charge units have been drawn on Figure 5. This is the 

value of cr that Wahl~ al. (3) have obtained for the 

thermal-neutron fission of 235 U. Wahl has estimated the 

uncertainty of cr to be ±0.06 charge units. If a single 

line were drawn to represent all of the points that are 

plotted, it would lie between the two lines and be nearly 
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parallel to them. Thus, the yields do not indicate any 

significant change in the Gaussian width parameter for the 

thermal-neutron fission of 233 u. 

Two lines have been presented, however, to point 

out the appearance of an odd-e~en effect with respect to 

the proton number of the product. The slope of each line 

was fixed to correspond to a a of 0.56, and only the 

lateral position was adjusted to give a reasonable fit to 

the points. The three cumulative yields at antimony, 

nuclides with an odd number of protons, all fall near the 

lower line, while the three cumulative yields at tellurium 

and the one cumulative yield at tin, nuclides with an even 

number of protons, fall .near the upper line. The two 

complementary fission products produced when a nucleus with 

an even atomic number, such as uranium, fissions must be 

either both even or both odd to conserve charge. For 

fission sources with an even atomic number, an odd-even 

effect in the proton number of a fission product would be 

reinforced rather than cancelled by the complementary 

product. That nuclides with an even number of protons 

achieve extra stability from proton pairing is well known 

(2 7) • This type of stability would be in the proper 

direction to increase the yields of fission products with 

an even atomic number relative to the yields of fission 

products with an odd atomic number. 

According to Figure 5, the fractional cumulative 

chain yield at 133 1, Z-UCD = 0.40, would be -0.98 rather 
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than the assumed value of 1.00. If the lower value could 

be shown correct, all of the 133 chain yields would need 

to be multiplied by 0.98. The fractional cumulative chain 

yield at 133 Te, however, would be the only yield signifi

cantly affected. 

A COMPARISON OF THE THERMAL-NEUTRON 

FISSION OF 233 U TO 235 u BASED ON 

THE 131 TO 133 MASS CHAINS 

The ratio of the yields of both the 131 Te and 

133 . . f z33u d z3su f' . 
Te isomeric pairs or an ission are present 

1 f 23su f " . 
in Table 16. The va ues or ission are from the 

work of Sarantites, Gordon and Coryell (21). They used 

0.72 as the branching fraction of 133 sb to 133 mTe. This 

branching fraction has been remeasured by Parsa, Gordon and 

Wenzel (24) who obtained 0.42, which is the currently 

accepted value. Thus, the isomer yield ratio at 133 Te 

from 235 u reported by Sarantites ~ al. (21) appears too 

low. An estimated value of 1.7, based on their value, was 

Table 16 

Isomeric Pair Yield Ratios 

Ratio of Yields for the Isomeric Pair 

2.5±0.4 

2.6±0.3 

1.80±0.4 

1.55±0.S 
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obtained by applying the new branching ratio of 133 sb to 

l 3 3 
the cumulative yield of Sb reported by Wahl et al. (3) 

and comparing the result to that obtained when the old 

branching ratio of 133 Sb was applied to the same 133 sb 

yield. The time at which Sarantites et al. (21) made their 

tellurium separations was accounted for. 

Sarantites, Gordon and Coryell's paper (21) proposes 

that the isomer with the larger nuclear spin should be the 

isomer with the greater yield. The four yield ratios 
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presented in Table 16 support this prediction. The ratios of 

yields for the two isomeric pairs at 131 Te and 133 Te are 

essentially the same for a given type of fission. This 

correlates with the pro~osal that the relative yields within 

an isomeric pair are influenced by the nuclear spins of the 

isomers because, for both the 131 Te pair and the 133 Te pair, 

the metastable states have a spin of -11/2 while the ground 

states have a spin of +3/2. 

sarantites et al. (21) have shown that the spin, 

in excess of the spin of the compound nucleus, that the 

fragments leading to an isomeric pair carry off, can be 

calculated from the relative yields of the isomeric pair. 

They found that an appreciably larger spin (-5~) than that 

1 (nth+' 235 U) must be · of the compound nuc eus assigned to the 

heavy primary fragment in order to explain the observed 

isomer yield ratios at 131 Te and 133 Te for the thermal-

neutron fission of 235 U. The increased isomer yield ratios 

at 131 Te and 133Te for the thermal-neutron fission of 233 u 
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relative to 235 u lead to the assignment of a spin, that is 

~6fi greater than that of the compound nucleus 
2 3 3 (nth+ U), to 

the heavy primary fragment. The uncertainty associated with 

5fi and 6ft is an estimated value of ±l.5fi. The definite 

. h . . ld t' f 233 .. increase int e isomer yie ra ios or U would indicate, 

however, that the spin, in excess of the spin of the compound 

nucleus, that the fragments leading to the two isomeric 

pairs carry off, must be greater for 233 u than for 235 u. 

Figure 6 contains a plot of the fractional cumulative 

chain yields for the 131, 132 and 133 chains for the thermal-

. . f 233u d 23su neutron fission o an • The solid points are the 

233 u yields plotted according to the bottom linear axis, 

and the open points are the 235 U yields plotted according 

to the top linear axis. The points are plotted on different 

linear axis systems to account for the different UCO values 

t t . ) 233 235 (different neutron to pro on ra ios of u and u. 
The 23 5 u axis has been shifted 0.48 charge units to the left, 

relative to the 233 u axis, so that yields for the same 

nuclid~ are in a vertical line. The 235 u fractional 

cumulative chain yields for the 131 and 133 chains are from 

Wahl~ al. (3), while those for the 132 chain are from 

Naeumann, Folger and Denschlag (5). 

Two lines, one for the yields from 235 u and one for 

the yields from 233 u, have been drawn on Figure 6. Each 

line has a slope corresponding to a Gaussian width parameter, 

a, of o.56 and crosses a probability of 0.50 at Z-UCD = -0.95 

in accordance with the prescription by Wahl et al. (3). 
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For both types of fission, all antimony yields fall below 

the applicable line, while all tin and tellurium yields fall 

above or very near the applicable line. Antimony is a 

nuclide with an odd number of protons, and tin and tellurium 

are nuclides with even numbers of protons. 

The horizontal displacement of each point from the 

line applicable has been obtained from Figure 6 and is 

presented in Table 17, along with the difference of the 

displacements with respect to the two types of fissions. 

The root mean square displacement of the seven 233 u points 
235 , with respect to the U points is 0.1 charge units. Only 

two of the seven differences are in excess of the root mean 

square displacement, anq one of these involves one of the 

three fractional cumulative chain yields that have abnormally 

large uncertainties associated with them. The fractional 

cumulative chain yield at 132Te from the thermal-neutron 

fission of 233 u is from Runnalls and Troutner (6), who 

had difficulty in separating the small 132 I activity from a 

134 . 't b d large amount of I activi Y Y ecay curves resolution, 

and who report the value only as an approximate one. 

The odd-even effect in proton number for the 

fractional chain yields of the 131, 132 and 133 mass chains 

for the thermal-neutron fission yields of both 233 u and 

235u has been shown by the data of this author and other 

works presented in this dissertation. Eichor and Troutner 

(30) have also observed the same odd-even effect for the 

fractional chain yields of the 139 and 140 mass chains. 



Table 17 

Displacements of Fractional Cumulative Chain Yields 
from a Gaussian Di~tribution 

Horizontal Displacement 
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For Difference in Horizontal 
Nuclide 2350 2330 Displacements 

132Sn -0.08 -0.14 0.06 

133sb 0.08 0.12 -0.04 

132sb 0.12 0.12 o.oo 

13lsb 0.08 0.22 -0.14 

133Te -0.28 -0.22 -0.06 

132Te -0.20 -0.04 -0.16 

l 3 l Te 0.05 0.04 0.01 

Root Mean Square Displacement= 0.l 
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Thus, the effect is not confined to a small localized mass 

region. Whatever the cause of this effect, it is influencing 

the thermal-neutron fission yields of both 233 0 and 235 0 

and appears to be equally effective for both modes of thermal-

neutron fission. The odd-even effect does not appear to 

be confined only to the thermal-neutron fission of uranium, 

for Troutner and Runnalls (31) have reported that, for 

the limited data available for the spontaneous fission of 

252 cf, the fractional cumulative chain yields at even 

atomic numbered nuclides are above the predicted Gaussian 

curve, while the one measured yield for an odd atomic 

numbered nuclide is below the predicted Gaussian curve. 

when the odd-even effect in proton number is 

accounted for, the fractional cumulative chain yields for 

f . · f b th 233 235 the thermal-neutron 1ss1on o o O and o do not 

show any significant effect due to shell closure at 50 

protons or 82 neutrons. This is readily seen in Figures 5 

and 6. The fractional cumulative chain yield of 132sn, 

which is doubly magic having 50 protons and 82 neutrons, 

does not appear to be enhanced by more than the odd-even 

enhancement. similarly, the three antimony yields do not 

appear to be suppressed by more than the odd-even effect, 

even though antimony is one proton beyond the closed 50 

proton shell. The odd-even effect should be accounted for 

first, for it has been shown by Eicher and Troutner (30) to 

exist in the 139 and 140 chains for xenon and cesium and the 

140 chain for barium, all of which are at least four protons 
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beyond shell closure. The fractional cumulative chain yield 

at 133sb does not appear to be enhanced by more than the 

dd ff t th h 133Sb . . o -even .e ec even oug is singly magic in neutrons. 
. 1 3 2 1 3 3 Also, the yields at . Sb and Te do not .appear to be 

depressed by more than the odd-even effect, even though 

these nuclides are one neutron short of shell closure at 

82 neutrons. 

The 134 and 135 mass chains do, however, provide 

evidence for nuclear shell structure effects. 134Sb has 

one proton and one neutron in excess of shell closure. 

The yield of 134Sb from the thermal-neutron fission of 

235u is abnormally low, even when allowance is made for 

antimony being an odd nu~lide. The fractional cumulative 

chain yield reported by Wahl et al. (3) for 134 Sb (Z-UCD = 

-1.55) d f th 23s 0 1 . . . is displace rom e ine in Figure 6 by 

0.43 charge units. This is a considerably greater displace-

ment than the antimonies in the 131, 132 and 133 chains. 

The anomalous yield of 134Sb could be due to shell effects. 

It has also been suggested, however, that 134sb is a 

delayed-neutron emitter, which would account for the low 

yield of 134Sb. If 134sb is a delayed-neutron emitter, 

the low yield of 134 Sb should be accompanied by a comple-

mentary high yield for 133 Sb. The 133 Sb yields from 233 u 

and 23 5u fission do not, however, show any increase that 

could be attributed to 134Sb losing a neutron. 

Okazaki, Walters and Bigham (32) have reported the 

fractional independent chain yields at 135 xe from the 



thermal-neutron fission of both 233 0 and 235 0, while 

Denschlag (7, 20) has reported the fractional independent 

chain yields at 135 I for the same two modes of fission. 

The fractional cumulative chain yields at 135Te and 135 r 
can be obtained by combining the work of these authors. 

h 233 d 2350 f" . th f . For bot O an 1ss1on, e ractional cumulative 

chain yields of these two nuclides have remarkably small 
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displacements from the lines given in Figure 6. This can be 

attributed to a shell effect since 135 I has an odd atomic 

number but is also magic in neutron number, while 135Te 

has an even atomic number but is one neutron removed from 

shell closure. Thus, the small displacements from the lines 

in Figure 6 appear to r~sult from the shell effect, 

canceling the odd-even effect. 

For thermal-neutron fission of both 233 0 and 23 50, 

with the exception of the 134 and 135 mass chains, it 

appears that the odd-even effect is more important than 

shell closure in enhancing or suppressing the yields of 

fission products with respect to their isobars. The reason 

for the shell effects in this small mass region are as yet 

unexplained but certainly deserve investigation. The 

investigation of the charge distribution in the spontaneous 

fission of 252cf and the thermal-neutron fission of 249Cf 

should be of help in explaining the significance of this 

limited mass region in which shell effects have been found 

for the thermal-neutron fission of 233 0 and 2350. Such 



studies have recently been commenced in this and other 

laboratories (31, 33). 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The fractional cumulative chain yields at 131 sb and 

133 sb and the fractional independent chain yields at 131 mTe, 

n were measured for the 
13 1gTe, 133mTe, 13 .3gTe, 131I ad 133I 

thermal-neutron fission of 233 u. The measured values are 

0.52±0.03, 0.08±0.04, 0.334±0.020, 0.135±0.020, 0.55±0.02, 

o.21±0.02, 0.014±0.003 and 0.155±0.010, respectively. 

These values were combined with the yields reported 

by other authors (3, 5, 6) to compare the 131, 132 and 133 

fractional cumulative chain yields from thermal-neutron 

fission of 233 u and 235 U. The comparison revealed that the 

displacements of the experimentally determined yields from a 

Gaussian curve are similar for the thermal-neutron fission of 

The direction of the observed displacements 

from a Gaussian curve is attributed to an odd-even effect. 

No strong evidence for a SO-proton or 82-neutron shell 

effect was observed. 

The ratio of the yields between the metastable and 

ground state tellurium isomers was found to be the same for 
. f 233u f' both the 131 and 133 chains or ission. The value of 

this ratio, however, was found to be slightly greater than 

the published value for . 235 U fi~sion (21). 

A half-life of 31.3±0.5 hr was obtained for 131 mTe. 



This value is in agreement with the literature value of 

1.2 days (8) but has a smaller standard deviation. 
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APPENDIX A 

TELLURIUM RADIOCHEMISTRY 

The method used to separate tellurium from other 

fission products was a variation on the method reported by 

sarantites, Gordon and Coryell (21). The main modification 

was the removal of most of the iodine before the tellurium 

was precipitated. The method used is given below. 

The irradiated sample and its aluminum foil 

wrapping was dissolved in 2 ml of 10 mg iodine/ml carrier 

which was also 3M in NaOH. When the foil was completely . dissolved, 2 ml of 5% NaOCl were added. The solution was 

heated in a boiling water bath for 15-20 min, then cooled. 

2 ml of 10 mg tellurium/ml in concentrated HCl were added. 

When the excess bleach had decomposed, 2 ml of 3 F NH 20H•HC1 

were added. After 5 min the solution was again cooled, then 

transferred to a separatory funnel where the I 2 was removed 

by several washings with CC1 4 • The iodine extraction was 

repeated after the addition of fresh iodine hold-back 

carrier, except that the solution was left acidic. After 

the second iodine extraction, the aqueous phase, in a 

40 ml centrifuge tube, was heated in a boiling water bath. 

When hot, 0.5 ml of 15% N2 H4 •2HCi was added, and the solution 

was bubbled with S0 2 for 1 min. While bubbling with S0 2 , 

o.5 ml of 15% N2 H4 •2HC1 was again added. The sample was 
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centrifuged, the liquid was decanted, and the tellurium 

metai was washed with 3M HCl. Th~ metal was again isolated 

by centrifuging and decanting. After being isolated, the 

metal was dissolved by adding 5 ml of Aqua Regia. When 

completely dissolved, the sample was cautiously made basic 

with concentrated NaOH. 

before storage. 

Fresh iodine carrier was added 



APPENDIX B 

IODINE RADIOCHEMISTRY 

The method used for separating and collecting 

iodine either from other fission products or from samples 

that had undergone the tellurium radiochemistry was based 

on procedures No. 14 and No. 16 given by Kleinberg and 

Cowan (34) • It is given here for completeness. 

Iodine Separation 

If the sample had not been previously dissolved, 

it was first dissolved in 2 ml of 10 mg iodine/ml carrier ' . 
which was also 3M in NaOH.* Regardless of whether the 

sample was the solid aluminum foil or a liquid, 2 ml of 

5% NaOCl were added. If time permitted, this was heated in 

a boiling water bath for -10 min, then cooled. 3 ml of con-

centrated HN0 3 were added to decompose the excess NaOCl. 

The sample was again cooled, after which it was 

transferred to a separatory funnel which contained 10 ml 

of cc1 4 and 2 ml of 3 F NH 2 0H•HC1. The iodine was extracted 

into the cc1 4 layer by shaking.** The time of iodine 

*For separation ti~es of <5 min, the foil was 
dissolved in a hot solution. 

**For separation times <5 min, an open-top separatory funnel was used for two reasons. First, mechanical stirring could be used so that extraction could occur in a shorter time period (0.5 min), and second, the sample did not need to be cooled before the CCl was added. 
4 
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separation was taken as the midpoint of the shaking and 

phase separation. This operation took ~l min, except as 

noted in the footnote. The CC1 4 was transferred to a second 

separatory funnel where it was shaken with 10 ml of H2 o 
containing 10 drops of 1 F NaHS0 3 • The CC1 4 layer was 

removed, and the aqueous phase was shaken with 10 ml cc1 4 

and 10 drops of 1 F NaN0 2 plus 1 ml 6 F HN0 3 • The CC1 4 

layer was transferred to a third separatory funnel. The 

iodine was extracted into a 10 ml water layer that contained 

10 drops of 1 F NaHS0 3 • The CC1 4 layer was removed, and the 

separation was considered complete. 

Iodine Collection 
. 

The aqueous phase containing the iodine was 

placed in a hot water bath for ~S min. An approximately 

stoichiometric amount of PdC1 2 solution was added to pre

cipitate the iodine as PdI 2 • After digesting for ~15 min, 

the PdI 2 was filtered, washed with water, washed with 95% 
0 ethanol, dried in a 110 Coven for -10 min and mounted for 

counting. Fiberfilm filters were used in a Millipore 

filter chimney. The filters were attached directly to 

flat aluminum planchettes with polyester tape. 



APPENDIX C 

THE PROGRAM FRANTIC 

iRANTIC (35) is a FORTRAN computer program for 

least squares data analysis. The program was obtained from 

oak Ridge National Laboratories in 1968 and has been in 

constant use since that time. FRANTIC is sufficiently 

general to be used for a least squares fit of a function 

consisting of almost any sum of exponential terms with 

positive, negative or zero exponents and positive or 

negative coefficients to a set of data. Any or all of 

the exponents or coefficients may be either fixed or per-

mitted to seek their least squares value. The program is 

capable of doing a unique or iterative least squares 

analysis. The type of analysis done depends on the type of 

parameters which are fixed. 

The program, when obtained, was designed specifically 

for the treatment of radioactive counting data. It contains 

a subroutine to pretreat the data. Occasional modifications, 

especially to the input subroutines, have been made to keep 

the program compatible with the basic forms in which data 

was acquired from the various instruments used. 



APPENDIX D 

THE PROGRAM GNLSQ 

GNLSQ is a FORTRAN computer program that will 

fit data to functions in which parameters appear non

linearly, using a Gauss' iterative least squares method. 

It is a general non-linear least squares program that can 

readily be adapted to fit data to any desired function. 

A detailed discussion of the method and its application 

has been published by R. H. Moore and R. K. Ziegler (36). 

The program is ~ritten with what the original 

authors termed the "package" concept. Each "package", 

or subroutine, is responsible for doing a given portion 

of the analysis. This feature is most significant for the 

YP-PAKAG, because the YP-PAKAG is the subroutine that 

defines the functional form the user desires to use. Since 

the YP-PAKA~ is the only subroutine that needs to know the 

functional form, the user need only rewrite this subroutine 

to change functional forms. 



APPENDIX E 

CORRECTION FOR THE DECAY PATH THROUGH 

GROUND STATE TELLURIUM 

The error that is introduced by neglecting the 

decay of the metastable state of tellurium through ground 

state tellurium to iodine is mainly due to the fact that, 

even though the metastable state has decayed, the decay 

product is still a tellurium that will produce iodine. 

Naturally, this ground state tellurium will separate with 

the tellurium portion, rather than with the iodine portion. 

All of the ground state tellurium present at the time of 

the tellurium separation, t', is that which is in equilibrium 

with the metastable tellurium. Thus, a correction for the 

amount of ground state tellurium present in equilibrium with 

the metastable state tellurium can be made. 

The amount of metastable tellurium present at time 

t' is given by 
o -At' = N e 

3 C (1) 

The instantaneous decay rate for the metastable tellurium 

at t' is 
3 Nt' 3 A, but the instantaneous formation rate of 

ground state tellurium is only (1-F 2 ) 3Nt 1
1 A, where (1-F ) 

2 

is the branching fraction of metastable tellurium to ground 

state tellurium. The decay rate for the ground state 

Since the ground state tellurium 

is in equilibrium with metastable tellurium, the rate of 
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ground state formation must equal its rate of decay. This 

can be expressed as 

t I t I 

3 ,N 3 ,A = (1-F) N >.., 
2 3 3 

which can readily be solved for the number of atoms of 

ground state tellurium in equilibrium with metastable 

t' tellurium, 3 ,N I to give 

(2) 

( 3) 

This result can be combined with Equation 1 above 

to get the total number of tellurium atoms present at time 

t' that will produce iodine, 

By using the approximation, however, the total number of 

tellurium atoms present at t' that will produce iodine is 

given as 

t' 
N 
app. 

O - At 1 = N e 3 
3 C (5) 

The No used is, therefore, too large and should be replaced 
3 C 

by 3 N~/[l+(l-F 2 ) 3 >../ 3 ,>..J for the tellurium-separated samples 

when the decay through ground state tellurium cannot be 

neglected. 

To test whether the decay through ground state 

tellurium can be neglected, the term (1-F) A/ >.. can be 
2 3 3 I 

compared to unity. If this term is significantly less than 

unity, then the decay through ground state tellurium can be 

neglected. 
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Case I - The 131 Chain 

The necessary values are: 

l(l-F2) = 0.18 

lA = 3.69xl0- 4 min- 1 
3 

~IA = 2.80xl0- 2min- 1 

unity, so the correction is not necessary for the 131 chain. 

Case II - The 133 Chain 

The necessary values are: 

3 (l-F2} = 0.13 

~A = l.25lxl0- 2min- 1 
3 

!,A = 5.57xl0- 2min- 1 

for which (l-F 2 ) 3 A/ 3 ,A = 0.0292. This is 3% of unity, so the 

correction is necessary for the 133 chain. 



APPENDIX F 

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE DECAY PATTERNS 

OF THE 131 AND 133 CHAINS 

The decay patterns of the 131 and 133 chains have 

been presented in Figure 1. The notation used in this 

appendix is that explained in Chapter III. The model 

developed here is to be applicable to both the 131 and 133 

chains, so the left superscript that indicates the mass 

chain will not be used. In all cases, when the term 

"number of atoms" is used, it is intended to imply the 

number of atoms of the mass of interest. 

The decay pattern can be broken down into a series 

of decay paths that the various initially formed fission 

products can take on their way through iodine to stability. 

The paths possible are given in Figure 7, with Path A for 

directly formed iodine, Path B for directly formed ground 

state tellurium, Paths C for directly formed metastable 

tellurium, and Paths D for directly or cumulatively formed 

antimony. For both the 131 and 133 chains, the tins are 

short lived enough relative to their daughter antimonies 

that the tins may be assumed to be formed as the antimonies. 

The Bateman equation (27) for each path can be 

written to give the number of iodine atoms due to each path 

that will be present at some time, t, after the irradiation. 



PATH 

FIGURE 7. DECAY PATHS FOR WHICH THE BATEMAN 

EQUATIONS WERE CONSTRUCTED 
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Each Bateman equa~ion consists of a term indicating the 

number of atoms taking the path being treated multiplied by 

a somewhat complex function of time. The functions of time 

are defined in Table 18 as gi(t} 's. A left superscript will 

be used on the dependent variable to indicate from what 

path it results. The Bateman equations are 

D" t 
4 N = NOF F g (t} 

2 C l 2 6 

( 1} 

The total number of iodine atoms at time t can now be 

written as the sum of Equations 1, 

by letting 

(3} 

and 

Equation 2 can be converted to a fractional chain yield by 

dividing both sides of the equation by the total chain yield. 



g i ( t) 

g 1 ( t) 

g 2 ( t) 

g 3 ( t) 

g .. ( t) 

g 5 ( t) 

g 6 ( t) 

g 7 ( t) 

Table 18 

Definitions of the Functional Expressions g. (t) 
i 

Function of Time 

e- 4 At 

[ ,A J - ,At 3 e 3 
X- 'X .. 3 

+[ 3 'A ]-At A- A e" 
3' .. 

3 - At 3 - At 
[ A l [ A l .,A-3A e 3 + 3A-.,A e" 

[ 
3 A ,A ] 3 - At 

(3,A-3A) (.,A-3A) e 3 + [ A ,A l 3 3 - At 
(.;\.- A)(A- A)e3' + 

3 3 1 4 3 • 
[ 

3A3,A ] - 4 At 
( 3 A- 4 A)( 3 ,A- 4 A) e 

[ 
2A3,A ] - At 

c X- X> c X- X> e 2 + 
3 ' 2 4 2 

[ 
2A3,A l - , At 

(2A-3,A)(.,A-3,A) e 3 + [ 2A3,A l -At 
( 2 A- 4 A) ( 3 ,A- 4 A) e 4 

2 3 - At 2 3 - At 2 3 - At 
[ AA l [ AA l [ AA l 

c3X-2X> c.,X-2X> e 2 + (2A-3A) (.,A-3A) e 3 + (2A-.,A) (3A-.,A) e " 

2 + 3 31\t [ 
2A3A3 ,A ] - At [ 2A3A ,A ] - , 

<3X-2X> <3,X-2X> <.,X-2X> e <2A-sA) <3,A-3A) <.,A-3A) e 

2 3 e 3 11\ + 2 At [ A3A ,A J - 't I A3A31A J - , 
+ <2X- 3 ,X> ( 3X- 3 ,X> <.,X- 3 ,X> ( 2A- 4 A) ( 3A- 4 A) c3 ,A-.,A) e 4 

1--' 
0 
V1 
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t 

Letting _4 Y . represent the fraction of the chain present as 

iodine at time t, 

results. By using the two relations, 

(6) 

and 

( 7) 

the parameters 2 Y~ and 3 Y~ can be replaced by the two new 

parameters 3 Y~ and 4 Y~. 

for 3 Y~ to obtain 

To do this, Equation 6 is solved 

YO= yO yOp 
3 -2 • 3 . I C c l 

(8) 

Equation 8 is substituted into Equation 7, and the result is 

solved for Y0 to obtain 
2 C 

o [ I ] [ o o o o) y = -- y - y - y - y 
2 C l-F 1 4 c 3 c 3' I 4 I • 

Equation 9 is returned to Equation 8 to obtain 

yO 
3 I 

(9) 

(10) 

Equations 9 and 10 are substituted into Equation 5 to obtain 

an expression for the fraction of the chain present as 

iodine at time tin terms of the four fractional chain yield 

0 yO parameters, 3 Yc, 4 c' 3 ' Y ~- and 4 Y ~ . Collecting the functions 

of time and branching ratios in terms of the 

chain yield parameters and using h 3 (t,F 1 ,F 2 ) 

four fractional 

for [1:;,jh1 (t,F 2 J 



and h,(t_,F 1 ,F 2 ) for ( 1 2F,]h2 (t,F 1 ,F 2 ), 
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4 y t = 4 y ~ [ g l ( t ) + h 3 ( t , F l , _F 2 ) - h 4 ( t , F l , F 2 ) J 

+ 3 ,Y~rg 2 (t)+h 3 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )-h 4 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )] 

+ 3 Y~[(l/F 1 )h 3 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )-h 4 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )] 

+ 4 Y~[-h 3 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )+h 4 (t,F 1 ,F 2 )] (11) 

is obtained. 

Equation 11 is the model for the fraction of the chain 

at iodine as a function oft. It contains four fractional 

chain yield parameters, the fractional independent chain 

yield at iodine, 4 Y~, the fractional independent chain yield 

at ground state tellurium, 3 ,Y 0 , the fractional cumulative 
I 

chain yield at metastable tellurium, 3 Y~, and the fractional 

cumulative chain yield at iodine, 4 Y~. 
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